THERMODRY TECHNOLOGY: Benefits

Heat your materials at the point of atomization within your spraygun nozzle and eliminate costly spraybooth retrofits.

1. 25% to 40% reduction in drying time for waterborne and solvent based paints
2. Material savings from 15% to 30% due to higher transfer efficiency with maximum coverage
3. Reduce cycle times and operating temperatures of your existing spraybooth saving time and energy (additional cycles)
4. Clean paint work equals considerably less buffing and faster delivery to your customer
5. Simple installation works with your existing compressed air system and 110 volt outlet
6. Superior atomization with zero impurities equals the “Quality in the finish” your customers deserve

“*We have invested in the Walcom system and our painters can’t imagine painting cars without it. We paint cars faster, with higher quality, and have experienced a significant savings in materials.*”
— Jack Lamborghini, Total Care Accident Repair
Raynham, Massachusetts
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